Abstract. OPUS is an elementary calculus that models object-orientation. It expresses in a direct way the crucial features of object-oriented programming such as objects, encapsulation, message passing and incremental modification. This is illustrated by numerous examples. Thanks to the way objects are constructed in this calculus, we can deal with self-reference, recursion and even mutual recursion in a straightforward way. We also illustrate that it is relatively easy to model different kinds of inheritance mechanisms. Finally, we argue to which extent our calculus can be used for modeling and investigating object-oriented concepts.

1 Introduction

Until now there has not been given a satisfactory formal model for the object-oriented programming paradigm. Therefore we think it is meaningful to construct a calculus that provides a formal foundation for a whole range of object-oriented programming languages (OOPLs), just like $\lambda$-calculus represents the theoretical backbone of functional languages. More specifically, we would like to find those key-features that are essential for object-oriented programming and build a calculus that allows us to model a wide range of object-oriented concepts using only a very restricted set of syntactic constructs. In section 6 we will discuss how such a formal calculus can be used as a tool for investigating and relating object-oriented concepts.

Our calculus is based on the extended abstract [18] presented at an ECOOP workshop. An early version of this calculus can be found in the Ph.D.-thesis of Patrick Steyaert [19]. Because the calculus provides a formal foundation in which object-oriented features can be expressed, we will call it OPUS, which is an acronym for Object-oriented Programming calculUS. The main features of OPUS are:

- OPUS explicitly employs names for message passing. As already discussed in numerous papers, the use of names greatly simplifies the modeling of object-oriented systems. Examples of this are: the $\lambda$-calculus augmented with records (cf. [4, 5]), Milner’s $\pi$-calculus for describing concurrent computations [11] and $\lambda$-calculus augmented with names, combinations and alternations [7].
- In [12], Oscar Nierstrasz argues that encapsulation is one of the most fundamental concepts of object-orientediness, and that all object-oriented mechanisms and approaches exploit this idea to various ends. For this reason, we provide an explicit encapsulation mechanism in our calculus, allowing to create strongly encapsulated objects containing a public part and an encapsulated private part.
• Because we want our calculus to model basic object-oriented features such as inheritance and subclassing in a straightforward way, we introduce an incremental modification mechanism similar to the one proposed in [20].
• As opposed to [1], we believe that no explicit syntactic provisions should be made for recursion (e.g. "self" sends). We will show how recursive objects can be modeled in a straightforward way using only the basic syntax of the calculus.
• With [6, 19], we advocate the use of explicit interfaces, i.e. an object's interface is determined totally by the object's definition: the object should always respond to the same messages, independent of the context in which it is used.
• Last but not least, with [9] we agree that our object-oriented model should satisfy the property of homogeneity: "any entity is an object, and the unique control structure is message passing".

In the following section we define the syntax and reduction rules of our calculus, discuss the intuitive meaning of the various syntactical constructs, and explain them by means of examples. Section 3 shows how we can deal with recursion by introducing a notion of self-reference, and presents some illustrative examples such as updatable objects, mutual recursion, recursive data structures and an example of iteration. In the fourth section we illustrate how class-based as well as mixin-based inheritance can be modeled in our calculus. The section that follows provides some pointers to related work. Section 6 indicates several topics for further research, and discusses the use of OPUS as a formal foundation for OO. Finally, the last section summarizes the results achieved in this paper, and draws a conclusion.

2 Syntax of OPUS

2.1 Context Free Grammar

Definition: An OPUS-expression is an element of the language generated by the following context free grammar (in EBNF-notation) where the start symbol is Expression, all terminal symbols are denoted between double quotes and Name is also a terminal symbol.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expression</th>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>MessageSend</th>
<th>Composition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Object</td>
<td>Compound</td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MessageSend</td>
<td>Expression</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composition</td>
<td>&quot;{ Expression &quot;+&quot; Expression &quot;}&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compound</td>
<td>&quot;&lt;&quot; Expression &quot;/&quot; Expression &quot;&gt;&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>&quot;[&quot; List &quot;]&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List</td>
<td>[ AssocList ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AssocList</td>
<td>[ AssocList &quot;+&quot; ] Assoc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assoc</td>
<td>VarAssoc</td>
<td>MethodAssoc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VarAssoc</td>
<td>Name &quot;=&quot; Expression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MethodAssoc</td>
<td>Name &quot;#&quot; Expression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notation:
1) In the rest of this paper, we will assume that N denotes a meta-variable of type Name, E and E_i are meta-variables of type Expression, L and L_i denote meta-variables of type List, and A is a meta-variable of type Assoc.
2) We introduce two notations for reducing expressions. $\rightarrow$ means "...reduces in one step to...", while $\rightarrow^+$ corresponds to its transitive closure, meaning "...reduces in at least one step to...".

Convention: In all the examples in this paper, a Name will always be written in lowercase. (Words written in uppercase will be used as macro-definitions for predefined objects.)

Definition: An \textit{N-association} is an expression of the form \textit{N=E} or \textit{N#E}.

In the following subsections we give an intuitive explanation of the syntax described by the context free grammar, enumerate the reduction rules that will be used to reduce expressions to normal form, and illustrate them by means of examples.

2.2 Objects and Encapsulation

In our calculus, we have chosen for an object in its most general form to consist of a public part and a private part. These objects will be called \textit{compound objects}, and are denoted as \texttt{< Public / Private >}. Both public and private parts can contain methods as well as instance variables. The \textit{public part} contains the public methods and instance variables visible for other objects. The \textit{private (or encapsulated) part} on the other hand consists of variables and methods that are only used to implement public methods.

When invoking a public method in a compound object, unbound names in this method are looked up in the encapsulated part of the object (this is called \textit{private method invocation}). Instance variables on the other hand are not bound in the private part. Because of this difference between methods and instance variables, we need a way to distinguish them. Method associations will be represented by a name, followed by a \#, followed by an expression (e.g. \texttt{getx#x}), while variable associations are represented by a name, followed by an equality symbol, followed by an expression (e.g. \texttt{x=xval}). This difference will not be visible to the sender of a message, because the principle of homogeneity demands that both methods and instance variables are invoked using exactly the same syntax (message passing is an atomic operation).

Public and private parts in their simplest forms are just association lists (records) of instance variables and methods. These records are called \textit{simple objects} and are denoted between square brackets, while the associations are separated by commas, as for example in \texttt{[x#a,y=b,z=c]}.

2.3 Message Passing

For the moment we will only work with messages without arguments. Later we will see how message passing with arguments can be simulated by private attributes, or by means of our composition operator. Passing a message \texttt{N} to an expression \texttt{E} is denoted by \texttt{E N}. The way this message \texttt{N} is evaluated depends on the form of \texttt{E}.

Simple objects.

Passing a message to a simple object is similar to record selection. If the association corresponding to the message is an instance variable, message passing coincides with selecting the value of this variable. E.g. \texttt{[x#a,y=b,z=c]} \ y reduces to \texttt{b}. There is a problem however if the association corresponding to the message is a
method. Normally we would "execute" this method by looking up all unbound names in the private part of the object. But since a simple object has no private part, this is impossible. Therefore, when a name is sent to a simple object, and the association corresponding to this name is of the form N#E, we do not reduce the expression any further. E.g. [x#a,y=b,z=c] x reduces to [x#a] x which is an expression in normal form. All of this can be formalized in the following rule:

**Rule 1: Message passing to a simple object**

| L , N=E | N | → | E | (variable selection) |
| L , A | N | → | [ L ] N | if A is no N-association |

**Compound objects.**

Message passing to a compound object selects an attribute in the public part of the object. Again there will be a major difference between method selection and instance variable selection. In the case of instance variables, we simply select the value of the corresponding association. E.g. < [x#a,y=b,z=c] / [a=d] > y will reduce to b. In the case where the attribute is a method however, the body of the method has to be evaluated in the context of the private part. For evaluating an expression E1 in a context E we will use the notation {E}(E1). E.g. < [x#a,y=b,z=c] / [a=d] > x reduces to {[a=d]}(a), which can be further reduced to d, using the definition of evaluation in a context that will be given later.

**Rule 2: Message passing to a compound object**

| L , N=E1 | / E > N | → | E1 | (variable selection) |
| L , N#E1 | / E > N | → | {E}(E1) | (method execution) |
| L , A | / E > N | → | [ L ] / E > N | if A is no N-association |

In this rule we observe that passing a message to an object results in searching the association list in the public part from right to left for an attribute corresponding to the message name, and then executing the corresponding method or fetching the corresponding value. If no attribute is found, the expression cannot be reduced any further. For example, <[x=a,y#y]/[y=b]> z reduces to <[y=b]> z by applying rule 2 twice. This new expression is in normal form, and intuitively corresponds to a "message not understood" error.2

**Convention:** If two different attributes corresponding to the same name occur in an association list, only the last one is significant (due to the right-to-left strategy for searching attributes). This automatically solves any problems concerning double use of names: only the last occurrence of a name is relevant. For this reason we introduce the convention that, if more than one attribute corresponding to a given name occurs in a simple object, we only write the rightmost occurrence. E.g. [x=a,z=b,y#y,y#z,x#x] will be abbreviated to [z=b,y#z,x#x].

---

1 This notation is not part of the syntax, but can be considered as some kind of meta-level reduction scheme (similar to the substitution mechanism in lambda-calculus).
2 In contrast to [9], we don't make explicit use of error messages. In a future version of this calculus we are planning to deal with error messages at a semantic level.
3 The main argument for introducing this shorthand notation is that it makes the examples easier to read and understand.
It is important to note that rule 2 provides for both method selection and method application in one single derivation step! In most models based on λ-calculus with records this is not the case because method selection and method application are considered distinct operations. This however compromises object-based encapsulation, since it allows a method to be selected and temporarily stored somewhere, and later on this method can be retrieved and applied in a totally different context, gaining access to the object’s encapsulated parts without passing through its interface.

Next, we will show how evaluation in a context can be defined formally. Intuitively, evaluating an expression in some context distributes over all sub-expressions, except for method associations (because those are evaluated in the encapsulated part of the object to which they belong, according to the previous rule). Evaluating a name in a context coincides with sending the name to that context. Note that the context in which an expression is evaluated can be an arbitrary object. The exact definition of evaluation of an expression in a context is given below:

\[
\begin{align*}
\{E\}(E_1 N) & \quad \text{equals} \quad \{E\}(E_1) N \\
\{E\}(E_1 + E_2) & \quad \text{equals} \quad \{E\}(E_1) + \{E\}(E_2) \\
\{E\}(E_1 / E_2) & \quad \text{equals} \quad \{E\}(E_1) / \{E\}(E_2) \\
\{E\}(L) & \quad \text{equals} \quad \left[ \begin{array}{c} \{E\}(L) \end{array} \right] \quad \text{if } L \text{ is not empty} \\
\{E\}(L,A) & \quad \text{equals} \quad \{E\}(L),\{E\}(A) \\
\{E\}(N=E_1) & \quad \text{equals} \quad N=\{E\}(E_1) \\
\{E\}(N\#E_1) & \quad \text{equals} \quad N\#E_1 \\
\{E\}(N) & \quad \text{equals} \quad E N
\end{align*}
\]

Evaluating a simple object in a context \( E \) yields a new simple object where only the instance variables are evaluated in the context, while the methods remain unaltered (because they are not evaluated in the context, but in the private part of the object of which they are part). Indeed \( \{E\}(N=E_1) \) is defined as \( N=\{E\}(E_1) \), whereas \( \{E\}(N\#E_1) \) simply yields \( N\#E_1 \).

To illustrate the above definition, consider the following example, where \( E \) denotes an arbitrary expression:

\[
\begin{align*}
\{E\}( < x=a,y=b,z\#d \ / [a=e] > x )
&= \{E\}( < x=a,y=b,z\#d \ / [a=e] > ) x \\
&= < \{E\}( < x=a,y=b,z\#d \ ) / \{E\}( [a=e] ) > x \\
&= < \{E\}(a),y=\{E\}(b),z\#d \ / [a=\{E\}(e)] > x \\
&= < [x=E a,y=E b,z\#d] / [a=E e] > x
\end{align*}
\]

In the rest of the examples presented in this paper, we will always immediately give the resulting expression when evaluating an expression in a context, and omit all the intermediate steps.

### 2.4 Examples

In this section, we will try to illustrate the concepts discussed earlier by expressing conditionals in our calculus in both a functional and an object-oriented way.
**Functional Conditionals.**

A *functional* IF-object needs three arguments: a condition, a then-part and an else-part. On invocation of the message res it returns the value of the then-part if the condition is true, and the value of the else-part otherwise. If we define TRUE and FALSE as objects that return the values true or false when the message istrue is sent, the definition⁴ of IF can be given as follows:

```
TRUE := [istrue#true]    FALSE := [istrue#false]
IF := [res#< cond / [true=then,false=else] > istrue]
```

To deal with the arguments, we extend this IF-object to a compound object by encapsulating a private part containing the values of the variables cond, then and false. Sending a res message to this extended object yields the expected result, as can be seen in the following derivation that uses the message passing rules described earlier.

```
< IF / [cond=TRUE,then=a,else=b] > res
= < [res#<cond/[true=then,false=else]> istrue] / [cond=TRUE,then=a,else=b] > res
   (def. IF)
  ↓ [cond=TRUE,then=a,else=b]
  (<cond/[true=then,false=else]> istrue)
  (rule 2)
= < [cond=TRUE,then=a,else=b] cond /
   [true=[cond=TRUE,then=a,else=b] then,
    false=[cond=TRUE,then=a,else=b] else] > istrue
   (def. {})
  ↓ < TRUE / [true=a,false=b] > istrue
  (rule 1)
= < [istrue#true] / [true=a,false=b] > istrue
   (def. TRUE)
  ↓ [{true=a,false=b}](true)
  (rule 2)
= [true=a,false=b] true
   (def. {})
  ↓ a
   (rule 1)
```

We can easily extend this example to create functional boolean operators NOT, AND and OR.

```
NOT := [res#< arg / [true=FALSE,false=TRUE] > istrue]
AND := [res#< first / [ true=<second/[true=TRUE,false=FALSE]> istrue,
  false=FALSE ] > istrue]
OR := [res#< first / [ false=<second/[true=TRUE,false=FALSE]> istrue,
  true=TRUE ] > istrue]
```

One can check that the following reductions are valid:

---

⁴ The operator := that binds expressions to variables, is not present in the syntax of the calculus. It is only used to make the examples more readable. Words written in uppercase refer to "predefined" objects that have to be replaced "in place" (cf. macro-definitions).
Object-oriented Conditionals.

Following the object-oriented approach, TRUE- and FALSE-objects are defined as simple objects that return then (respectively else) on invocation of the method if.

\[
\text{TRUE} := \text{[if#then]} \quad \text{FALSE} := \text{[if#else]}
\]

Using these boolean objects, a conditional expression will look as follows:

\[
\text{< TRUE / [then=a,else=b] > if}
\]

\[
= \quad \text{< [if#then] / [then=a,else=b] > if} \quad \quad \quad \text{(def. TRUE)}
\]

\[
\Downarrow \quad ([\text{then=a,else=b}]) \text{(then)} \quad \quad \quad \text{(rule 2)}
\]

\[
= \quad \text{[then=a,else=b] then} \quad \quad \quad \text{(def. { })}
\]

\[
\Downarrow \quad a \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{(rule 1)}
\]

We will now try to generalize these boolean objects, so that they understand not only if-messages, but also messages not, and and or:

\[
\text{TRUE} := \text{[if#then, and#arg, or#TRUE, not#FALSE]}
\]

\[
\text{FALSE} := \text{[if#else, and#FALSE, or#arg, not#TRUE]}
\]

Here a problem arises, because the definition of both objects is defined in terms of themselves and the other object. This is not allowed, because we are not (yet) able to deal with recursive (and even mutual recursive!) definitions. Later we will explain how to solve this problem.

2.5 Currying of Private Attributes

For modeling objects, the most important advantage over λ-calculus with records (cf. [4, 5]) is that the public and private parts of a compound object need not be simple objects, but can be compound objects themselves! This is essential on the one hand to model private methods, and on the other hand to have some form of curried binding of instance variables (i.e. private attributes that are bound in different stages). The rule needed to express this currying principle is very simple.

\[
\text{Rule 3: Currying}
\]

\[
\langle \langle E_1 / E_2 > / E_3 > \quad \rightarrow \quad \langle E_1 / < E_2 / E_3 > >
\]

Using the currying principle, it is very easy to define a conditional in which the then and else part are already filled in, while the condition has to be provided for later on. This can be achieved by extending the previously defined if-object as follows:

\[
\text{< IF / [then=a,else=b,cond#cond] >}
\]
Now the only thing left to do is providing a condition for this extended object.

< < IF / \[then=a,else=b,cond#cond\] > / [cond=TRUE] > 

Finally, if we send the message res to this compound object, derivation leads to the expected result:

< < IF / \[then=a,else=b,cond#cond\] > / [cond=TRUE] > res

= < < [res#<cond/[true=then,false=else]> istrue] / [then=a,else=b,cond#cond] > / [cond=TRUE] > res \textit{(def. IF)}

\[< < [res#<cond/[true=then,false=else]> istrue] / [then=a,else=b,cond#cond] > / [cond=TRUE] > res \textit{(rule 3)}\]

\[< < [then=a,else=b,cond#cond] / [cond=TRUE] > istrue \textit{(rule 2)}\]

\[< TRUE / [true=a,false=b] > istrue \textit{(def. {}, rule 1&2)}\]

\[< a \textit{(see example of section 2.4)}\]

This example clearly illustrates that it is possible to provide the required arguments for a given method in different stages. First the then and else part were given, and next the condition was added. Argument passing can be modeled using exactly this mechanism: arguments are bound to an object in supplement to the already bound instance variables. In section 2.7 we will present an alternative approach.

2.6 Object Composition

In many cases it will be useful to have some kind of mechanism that allows us to compose two simple objects into a resulting object. This "composition" of objects operationally corresponds to the concatenation of records, where all the attributes of the second record are added to the first one, and if there is an attribute that already occurred in the first record, its value will simply be "overwritten" by the corresponding value in the second record (due to the right-to-left strategy for attribute lookup). This mechanism will prove useful when dealing with inheritance.

**Rule 4: Composition of objects**

\[
[ L_1 ] + [ L_2 ] \rightarrow [ L_1 , L_2 ]
\]

Notice that rule 4 is only defined for simple objects, although the syntax allows the components \( E_1 \) and \( E_2 \) of a composition \( (E_1 + E_2) \) to be arbitrary expressions. This is because it might be possible to eventually reduce these expressions to simple objects by means of the reduction rules. If this is not possible, rule 4 cannot be applied.
This composition operator can be used as an incremental modification mechanism. For example, suppose we have a \texttt{POINT}-object that understands the messages \texttt{getx}, \texttt{gety} and \texttt{set}.\textsuperscript{5}

\[
\text{POINT} := \{ \texttt{getx}\#x, \texttt{gety}\#y, \texttt{set}\#<\texttt{self}=[\texttt{self}=\texttt{x}=x,y=y]> \}
\]

If we want to modify this object to obtain a \texttt{CIRCLE}-object, by adding a \texttt{getr} message, and modifying the \texttt{set} message, then this can be done by composing the \texttt{POINT}-object with the following \texttt{MODIFIER}:

\[
\text{MODIFIER} := \{ \texttt{getr}\#r, \texttt{set}\#<\texttt{self}=[\texttt{self}=\texttt{x}=x,y=y,r=r]> \}
\]

The resulting object is:

\[
\text{CIRCLE} := (\ \text{POINT} + \text{MODIFIER})
= \{ \texttt{getx}\#x, \\
\texttt{gety}\#y, \\
\texttt{set}\#<\texttt{self}=[\texttt{self}=\texttt{x}=x,y=y]>,, \\
\texttt{getr}\#r, \\
\texttt{set}\#<\texttt{self}=[\texttt{self}=\texttt{x}=x,y=y,r=r]> \}
\]

This new object contains two set-messages, of which only the last one is relevant, because it "overwrites" the first one. Using the convention that we only write those methods and instance variables that are relevant (in case of double use of names), the previous object can be written somewhat simpler:

\[
\text{CIRCLE} := \{ \texttt{getx}\#x, \texttt{gety}\#y, \texttt{getr}\#r, \texttt{set}\#<\texttt{self}=[\texttt{self}=\texttt{x}=x,y=y,r=r]> \}
\]

2.7 Message Passing with Arguments

Until now, we have only dealt with message passing without arguments for reasons of simplicity. Nevertheless we have seen that it is possible to simulate arguments by means of private attributes. This approach compromises to some extent the encapsulation of objects, because private attributes of an object can be overwritten by arguments with the same name. In a future version of our calculus we will try to solve this problem.

To make it easier to understand the examples, we introduce a new syntactic construction for dealing with message passing with arguments, and give a corresponding derivation rule for message passing. To allow argument passing, the syntax of the context free grammar needs to be modified as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MessageSend</th>
<th>\Rightarrow</th>
<th>WithoutArguments</th>
<th>WithArguments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WithoutArguments</td>
<td>\Rightarrow</td>
<td>Expression Name</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WithArguments</td>
<td>\Rightarrow</td>
<td>(Expression Name &quot;:&quot; Expression)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For message passing with arguments, parentheses are needed to avoid ambiguity. However, we will adopt the convention that message passing associates to the left. In this way we can drop most of the parentheses when dealing with messages with

\textsuperscript{5} This example will be explained more into detail in section 3.2.
arguments. E.g. $E_1\ N_2\ E_2\ N_3\ E_3$ means $(E_1\ N_2\ E_2)\ N_3\ E_3$ instead of $E_1\ N_2\ E_2\ (N_3\ E_3)$.

A new rule for passing messages with arguments needs to be introduced. It basically corresponds to an "extend-then-send" construction, i.e., first the private part of the object is extended with the arguments of the message, and next the message is sent to this extended object.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule 5: Message passing with arguments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$&lt;E_1/\ E_2&gt; \ N;E$  $\rightarrow$  $&lt;E_1/\ (E_2 + E)&gt; \ N$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, in order to deal with this new syntactic construction, the definition of evaluation in a context needs to be extended with:

| $\{E\}(E_1\ N;E_2)$  equals  $\{E\}(E_1)\ N;\{E\}(E_2)$ |

3 Recursion

3.1 Dealing with self-reference

In most object-oriented languages (e.g. Smalltalk) it is common that an object can modify its own (public) methods and instance variables using a self-reference that returns the object itself. We will show that it is very easy to implement a notion of self-reference in our calculus: the self instance variable will be a variable that behaves in exactly the same way as all other instance variables.

Before continuing we introduce the following notation for creating a self-referring expression given an initial expression $E$:

$\sigma E := <E/\ [\text{self}=E]>$

Informally this means that a self-referring expression is defined by creating a compound object where the public part contains the initial expression, while the private part contains a variable self that refers to this expression. A special case of this is the object $\sigma \text{self} = <\text{self}/[\text{self}=\text{self}>$, containing an unbound variable self that will be bound later on thanks to the scoping rules.

Notice that the operator $\sigma$ only unfolds one level of recursion, whereas a fixed-point operator (such as the Y-operator in $\lambda$-calculus) corresponds to an infinite recursive unfolding. The advantage of the use of infinite recursion is that we only have to apply the fixed-point operator once, and that any future reference to the object will yield the same object. However, this implies that the object cannot be updated. Therefore we prefer to use our operator $\sigma$, and explicitly rewrite the operator each time we want to expand another level.

An example of the use of self-reference is given below, where we construct a compound object with only one method $s$ in its public part, such that invocation of this method returns the object itself.

---

\(^{6}\) It is possible to define such a fixed-point operator in our calculus, but that is beyond the scope of this paper.
Property: $\sigma[s#self] s \not\rightarrow \sigma[s#self]$

Proof:

\[
\sigma[s#self] s = < [s#self] / [self=[s#self]] > s \quad \text{(def. } \sigma) \\
\not\rightarrow \ [(\text{self=[s#self]})] (\sigma\text{self}) \quad \text{(rule 2)} \\
= \ [(\text{self=[s#self]})] (<\text{self}/[\text{self=\text{self}]>) \quad \text{(def. } \sigma) \\
\not\rightarrow < [s#self] / [\text{self=[s#self]}] > \quad \text{(def. } \{} \& \text{ rule 1)} \\
= \sigma[s#self] \quad \text{(def. } \sigma)
\]

In a similar way, if we reduce the expression $\sigma[s#self] s$ we obtain exactly the same expression again. This means that deriving this expression leads to an infinite reduction sequence without ever reaching a normal form. The proof of this property is similar to the previous one.

Property: $\sigma[s#self] s \not\rightarrow \sigma[s#self] s$

3.2 Updatable Objects

Now we will show how the $\sigma$-operator can be used to deal with updatable objects. We define a POINT-object with two private variables $x$ and $y$ that can only be accessed by means of the public methods $\text{getx}$ and $\text{gety}$ (that simply return the value of $x$ and $y$ respectively) and $\text{set}$ (that stores a new value in $x$ and $y$). In order to obtain the expected result, the $\text{set}$-method should be invoked by means of a message with two arguments $x$ and $y$ representing the new $x$- and $y$-values.

\[
\text{POINT} := [\text{getx#x, gety#y, set#<self/\{}\text{self=POINT}, x=x, y=y\}] \\
\]

The compound object $\sigma\text{POINT}$ will satisfy our requirements, as we can see from the following reduction:

\[
( \sigma\text{POINT \ set:[x=1,y=2]} ) \ \text{gety} \\
= ( ( < \text{POINT} / [\text{self=POINT}] > \text{set:[x=1,y=2]} ) \ \text{gety} \quad \text{(def. } \sigma) \\
\not\rightarrow < \text{POINT} / ( [\text{self=POINT}] + [x=1,y=2] ) > \set \ \text{gety} \quad \text{(rule 5)} \\
\not\rightarrow < \text{POINT} / [\text{self=POINT,x=1,y=2}] > \set \ \text{gety} \quad \text{(rule 4)} \\
\not\rightarrow [(\text{self=POINT,x=1,y=2})] (<\text{self}/[\text{self=POINT}, x=x, y=y]> \text{gety} \quad \text{(rule 2)} \\
\not\rightarrow < \text{POINT} / [\text{self=POINT,x=1,y=2}] > \text{gety} \quad \text{(rule 2)} \\
\not\rightarrow [(\text{self=POINT,x=1,y=2})](y) \quad \text{(rule 2)} \\
\not\rightarrow 2 \quad \text{(rule 1)}
\]

3.3 Mutual Recursion

In an earlier example, we needed a mechanism to deal with mutual recursion. The solution to this is similar to plain recursion, but slightly more complicated, because
we have to deal with two different objects interacting with each other. For this reason, we do not only need a self instance variable, referring to the object itself, but also an instance variable other referring to the object with which the given object is mutually recursive. Reviewing the proposed object-oriented definitions of TRUE and FALSE in an example earlier in this paper,

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{TRUE} & := [\text{if} \# \text{then}, \text{and} \# \text{arg}, \text{or} \# \text{TRUE}, \text{not} \# \text{FALSE}] \\
\text{FALSE} & := [\text{if} \# \text{else}, \text{and} \# \text{FALSE}, \text{or} \# \text{arg}, \text{not} \# \text{TRUE}]
\end{align*}
\]

we observe that only minor changes have to be made, by introducing a SELF and OTHER object, replacing them for TRUE and FALSE in the previous definitions, and adding two private instance variables self and other, containing the object itself and its mutually recursive object respectively.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{TRUE} & := < \text{TRUE}' / [\text{self}=\text{TRUE}', \text{other}=\text{FALSE}] > \\
\text{FALSE} & := < \text{FALSE}' / [\text{self}=\text{FALSE}', \text{other}=\text{TRUE}] > \\
\text{TRUE}' & := [\text{if} \# \text{then}, \text{and} \# \text{arg}, \text{or} \# \text{SELF}, \text{not} \# \text{OTHER}] \\
\text{FALSE}' & := [\text{if} \# \text{else}, \text{and} \# \text{SELF}, \text{or} \# \text{arg}, \text{not} \# \text{OTHER}] \\
\text{SELF} & := < \text{self} / [\text{self}=\text{self}, \text{other}=\text{other}] > \\
\text{OTHER} & := < \text{other} / [\text{self}=\text{other}, \text{other}=\text{self}] >
\end{align*}
\]

It is easy to see that these definitions yield the expected results, as can be verified by means of the following derivations:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{TRUE} \not\rightarrow \text{FALSE} \\
\text{TRUE} \not\rightarrow [\text{arg}=\text{FALSE}] \not\rightarrow \text{FALSE} \\
\text{TRUE} \not\rightarrow [\text{arg}=\text{FALSE}] \not\rightarrow \text{TRUE}
\end{align*}
\]

3.4 Recursive Data Structures

In this section we illustrate how recursive data structures can be simulated in our calculus. More specifically we will show how to deal with circular linked lists and double linked lists.

Circular linked lists.

These are simply lists of records containing a value part and a next-pointer referring to the next record. Moreover, because the list is circular, the next-pointer in the last record should point to the first record. In figure 1, the schematic representation of a linked list with three items (1, 2 and 3) is given.

![Circular linked list](image)

Fig. 1. Circular linked list
The way to simulate this in OPUS is rather straightforward:

\[
\text{CIRCULAR} := [ \text{val}=1, \\
\quad \text{next}\ll[ \text{val}=2, \\
\quad \quad \text{next}\ll[ \text{val}=3, \\
\quad \quad \quad \text{next}\ll\text{self}] \\
\quad \quad ] / [\text{self}=\text{self}] > ]
\]

One can easily check that this corresponds to a circular linked list, by looking at the following derivations:

\[
\sigma\text{CIRCULAR} \quad \text{next} \quad \text{next} \quad \text{next} \quad \rightarrow^+ \quad \sigma\text{CIRCULAR}
\]

\[
\sigma\text{CIRCULAR} \quad \text{next} \quad \text{val} \quad \rightarrow^+ \quad 2
\]

**Double linked lists.**

These are lists of records where each record contains a value part, a \textit{next}-pointer referring to the next record, and a \textit{prev}-pointer referring to the previous record. The \textit{next}-pointer of the last record and the \textit{prev}-pointer of the first record both point to \textit{nil}. In figure 2 we give an example of such a double linked list.

![Double linked list](image)

**Fig. 2.** Double linked list

The OPUS-expression corresponding to this list is the following one:

\[
\text{DOUBLE} := [ \text{val}=1, \\
\quad \text{prev}\ll\text{nil}, \\
\quad \text{next}\ll[ \text{val}=2, \\
\quad \quad \text{prev}\ll\text{self}, \\
\quad \quad \text{next}\ll[ \text{val}=3, \\
\quad \quad \quad \text{prev}\ll\text{self} \quad \text{next}, \\
\quad \quad \quad \quad \text{next}=\text{nil} ] / [\text{self}=\text{self}]> ] / [\text{self}=\text{self}] > ]
\]

Again one can see that this expression does what is expected:

\[
\sigma\text{DOUBLE} \quad \text{next} \quad \text{next} \quad \text{prev} \quad \text{prev} \quad \rightarrow^+ \quad \sigma\text{DOUBLE}
\]

**3.5 An Iterative Example**

To illustrate that it is possible to deal with iteration in our calculus, we show how to express the classical functional example of calculating the factorial.

\[
\text{FAC} := [\text{res}\ll< \text{IF} / [ \text{cond}=\text{n} \text{iszero}, \text{then}=\text{fac}, \\
\quad \text{else}=\text{self} \cdot \text{res} ; [\text{n}=\text{n}-1, \text{fac}=\text{fac}\cdot\text{n}] ] > \text{res}] 
\]
It is easy to see that this definition of factorial\(^7\) works as expected, by observing that it corresponds to the following intuitive definition:

\[
\text{FAC}(n, \text{fac}) = \text{if } n \text{ iszero then fac else FAC}(n-1, \text{fac} \times n)
\]

The argument \(n\) contains the number of which the factorial has to be computed, while the argument \(\text{fac}\) is used as an accumulator to iteratively accumulate the value of the factorial. We start with an initial value of \(\text{fac}=1\) and at each step this value is multiplied with a new value, as can be seen in the following reduction that calculates the factorial of 3:

\[
(\sigma\text{FAC}\ \text{res}:[n=3,\text{fac}=1])
\]

\[
\Downarrow\ < \text{FAC} / [\text{self=\text{FAC}},n=3,\text{fac}=1] > \text{res}
\]

\[
\Downarrow\ < \text{FAC} / [\text{self=\text{FAC}},n=2,\text{fac}=3] > \text{res}
\]

\[
\Downarrow\ < \text{FAC} / [\text{self=\text{FAC}},n=1,\text{fac}=6] > \text{res}
\]

\[
\Downarrow\ < \text{FAC} / [\text{self=\text{FAC}},n=0,\text{fac}=6] > \text{res}
\]

\[
\Downarrow\ 6
\]

4 Dealing with Inheritance

In this section, we will illustrate that it is possible to model different kinds of inheritance mechanisms in our calculus in a straightforward manner. First we illustrate how to deal with class-based inheritance; secondly we do the same for mixin-based inheritance. Intuitively it should be clear that inheritance can be expressed in our calculus, because in [20] it is shown that inheritance can be modeled as an incremental modification mechanism: a parent \(P\) is transformed by means of a modifier \(M\) to form a result \(R = P + M\). Now if we assume that \(R, P\) and \(M\) are simple objects, then this mechanism exactly corresponds to our own composition operator!

4.1 Class-based Inheritance

Intuitively, classes can be defined as templates from which objects are created. In our approach, we will use the public part as template, i.e. two different instances of a given class will have the same public part, but can have different private parts. For example, instance variables \(x\) and \(y\) will differ between different instances of the same \(\text{POINT}\)-class, while the \(\text{getx}\), \(\text{gety}\) and \(\text{set}\) methods will be the same for all copies.

Taking care never to turn away from our basic principle that "everything is an object", we will formally define a class as a compound object. The private part of this compound object will consist of:

- an \text{inst} variable, containing the value of the public part of each instance of a class;
- a \text{self} variable, referring to the class itself (to allow recursive class-methods);

\(^7\) In this definition it is important to note that the arithmetic operations \text{iszero}, \(+, \times\) and \(-\) can be defined as OPUS-expressions, but that is beyond the scope of this paper.
- a super variable, referring to the superclass of a given class (to allow code reuse).

For example we will define a POINTCLASS with instances of the form POINT, and a BOUNDEDCLASS which is a subclass of POINTCLASS, and has instances of the form BOUNDEDPOINT.

\[
\text{POINTCLASS} := \langle \text{POINTPUBLIC} / \left[ \text{inst=POINT, self=POINTPUBLIC, super=root} \right] \rangle
\]

\[
\text{BOUNDEDCLASS} := \langle \text{BOUNDEDPUBLIC} / \left[ \text{inst=BOUNDEDPOINT, self=BOUNDEDPUBLIC, super=POINTPUBLIC} \right] \rangle
\]

The public part of a class will consist of:

- a new method, needed to create new instances of the given class. As for classes, instances can refer to themselves using a self-variable, but they can also refer to their class using a class-variable.
- possibly some other class-methods

As an example, we define the public parts of the POINTCLASS and BOUNDEDCLASS respectively. Instances of BOUNDEDCLASS are created by delegating the new message to its superclass.

\[
\text{POINTPUBLIC} := \left[ \text{new#<inst/[self=inst, class=class]>} \right]
\]

\[
\text{BOUNDEDPUBLIC} := \left[ \text{new#<super/[inst=inst, self=class, super=super]> new} \right]
\]

The idea behind class-based inheritance is that a new class is defined by specifying how it differs from an already existing class. This principle of incremental modification is simply implemented by defining the instance of a given subclass as an instance of its parent, modified by a certain modifier:

\[
\text{inst}=(\text{PARENTINST} + \text{MODIFIER})
\]

For example, POINT-instances understand the messages getx, gety, set and move. BOUNDEDPOINT-instances inherit these methods of POINT, while the set message is overwritten by another one that tests whether the new x-value exceeds the upper bound 5.

\[
\text{POINT} := \left[ \text{getx#x, gety#y, set#< self / [self=class, class=class, x=x, y=y]>}, \right.
\]

\[
\text{move#( } <\text{self}[self=class, class=class]> \text{ set:[x=x, y=y]} ) \left. \right]
\]

\[
\text{MODIFIER} := \left[ \text{set#< x \leq 5 / [ then=<self/[self=class, class=class, x=x, y=y]>, \right.}
\]

\[
\text{else=error } > \text{ if]}
\]

\[
\text{BOUNDEDPOINT} := (\text{POINT} + \text{MODIFIER})
\]

The correctness of all these definitions will be illustrated by the following two reductions. The first one creates an instance of POINTCLASS, changes the coordinates of the instantiated point, and returns the y-value.

\[
\text{POINTCLASS new set:[x=1, y=2] gety}
\]
The second reduction illustrates the *late binding of self*, one of the essential aspects of inheritance, by creating a BOUNDEDPOINT-instance, and executing its move-method. In the example we can clearly see that this results in invoking the move-method of POINT using the self of BOUNDEDPOINT. In this way the new set-method is used instead of the original one. Hence we obtain late binding.

We must admit that there are still some problems with class-based inheritance due to the fact that our argument passing mechanism compromises encapsulation. However, due to space limitations we will not go deeper into this matter.

### 4.2 Mixin-based Inheritance

Mixin-based inheritance is a mechanism sometimes used in prototype-based object-oriented languages (in contrast to languages such as Smalltalk, where class-based inheritance is advocated). New objects are created by cloning existing ones. Moreover, objects can be extended using mixins: a mixin-method returns a copy of the receiver extended with the declarations specified in the mixin’s body. The order in which mixins are applied is important for the external visibility of public attribute names. In [16], it is shown how mixins can be regarded as named attributes of an object: an object lists as mixin attributes all and only those mixins that are applicable to it. Precisely those mixin-attributes can be used to extend the object. Mixins can be inherited and nested within each other. In this way we obtain a very powerful inheritance mechanism. In fact, in [2] it is shown that mixin-based inheritance subsumes the inheritance mechanisms provided by Smalltalk, Beta and CLOS.
In this paper, we follow the same approach as [16]. Using the OPUS-syntax, a mixin-method will always have the following form

\[ \text{mixin}\#( \text{self + MIXIN} ) \]

because a mixin extends the current object (\text{self}) with new methods and variables described in \text{MIXIN}. Remark that the same syntax will also be used for messages that only overwrite variables in an object with new values. Indeed, because overwriting existing attributes is a special case of extending an object with attributes, these methods can be regarded as a special kind of mixin-methods. We will introduce the following shorthand notation for the expression above:

\[ \text{mixin@}\text{MIXIN} \]

As an example, assume that we have three mixin-methods \text{makePoint}, \text{addColor} and \text{make3D}. The first two mixin-methods can be applied to every object, while the third one is nested: it can only be applied to objects that have already been extended with \text{makePoint}. Invoking \text{makePoint} extends the current object with a new mixin-method \text{make3D}, two instance variables \text{x} and \text{y}, and two methods \text{setx} and \text{sety} for updating their values. Executing \text{make3D} extends this new (already extended) object by adding an instance variable \text{z} and a public method \text{setz}. Finally, the \text{addColor} method can be applied to every object and results in extending the object with an instance variable \text{c} and a public \text{setcol} method. Using the new notation mentioned above, this example can be expressed as follows:

\[
\text{OBJECT} := [ \text{makePoint@[ x=x, y=y, setx@[ x=x ], sety@[ y=y ], make3D@[ z=z, setz@[ z=z ] ]], addColor@[ c=c, setcol@[ c=c ] ]} ]
\]

Using these definitions, we can for example extend the root-object to a point (1,2), replace its y-coordinate by 3, extend this point-object to a colored point-object by adding the color yellow, extend this colored point-object to a colored 3D-object with z-coordinate 2, and finally ask the color of this object using one single expression:

\[
\text{OBJECT makePoint:[x=1,y=2] sety:[y=3] addColor:[c=yellow] make3D:[z=2] c}
\]

Note that it is also possible to obtain late binding of \text{self} using mixin-methods, but since the mechanism is essentially the same as for class-based inheritance, we will not provide an example of this.

5 Related Work

There are lots of calculi being constructed for the purpose of modeling object-orientatedness in a suitable way. Each of these calculi has its own specific characteristics and advantages. For this reason, it is useful to find out where our calculus can be situated amongst the others.
Only a small set of people is currently working on OO calculi that are not based on λ-calculus, mostly in the area of concurrent OOPLs. For example, Robin Milner has introduced the π-calculus [11], and Oscar Nierstrasz proposed an "object-calculus" [13]. Most of the current research on formal OO-models consists of attempts to generalize λ-calculus in order to describe OO-concepts more easily. All of these models however have difficulties in expressing some of the essential features of object-orientatedness in a satisfying way.

For example, as opposed to OPUS, most of the OO-models based on polymorphic typed λ-calculus (e.g. [10, 14, 15]) do not have atomic message passing since it is composed of record selection and functional application. We explained earlier that this compromises object-based encapsulation.

Dami’s λ-calculus with names, combinations and alternations (cf. [7, 8]) essentially has the same shortcomings, although it seems possible to introduce a higher-level syntax in which these problems do not occur. There appear to be some striking similarities with OPUS, such as the use of names for interaction between objects and the way in which objects are modeled.

Another approach based on λ-calculus is λ&-calculus [3]. This calculus does have atomic message passing, and the message passing rules are very similar to ours. However, because λ& adopts a multi-methods approach, object-interfaces are not explicit at all, while OPUS does have explicit interfaces.

There also seem to be many connections between OPUS and the untyped calculus proposed by Abadi and Cardelli in [1], but the latter contains an explicit recursion operator in its basic syntax. We feel that this is not necessary, because it is possible to simulate recursion using more primitive concepts, as we have shown earlier in this paper.

6 Future Perspectives

This section will motivate how our calculus can be used as a tool in the research and understanding of new OO-concepts, the interrelationships between existing concepts, etc.

Using a calculus one can give rigorous definitions of concepts that have no generally accepted formal definition (e.g. what is an object, what is a class?). Furthermore, there is still a lot of discussion going on about which features are truly essential to OO and which are not. A formal model might provide help in solving these problems. For example, in this paper we have shown that recursion is not essential, because it can be expressed using more primitive concepts.

A common theory also provides a basis for making comparisons between related concepts, enabling us to learn more about their interrelationships. This can be useful to find out which approach is best fit to solve a certain problem. For example, in the near future we are planning to use our calculus for investigating the differences between encapsulated and non-encapsulated inheritance (cf. [17]), and to find out how they interact with each other.

Our OO calculus can be interesting from a more practical point of view as well. It might be used as a basis for developing new OOPLs based on a very small set of essential features (thus with a more orthogonal design), yet with the same expressiveness as currently available OOPLs. (In analogy with the design of
functional languages based on $\lambda$-calculus like LISP, Scheme, Gofer, Miranda and Haskell.)

Finally, a lot of people face important difficulties when trying to prove general properties of OOPLs. One of the main reasons for their problems is a lack of a solid formal basis. Thus formal methods for OO are necessary for reasoning about the paradigm.

Although our calculus provides some very promising results, further research remains to be done. Below we provide some ideas for improvement of our calculus.

- We plan to show that OPUS is as powerful as $\lambda$-calculus, by providing a translation scheme from $\lambda$-calculus to OPUS and vice versa.
- We are studying the confluency property for our calculus. We are convinced that our calculus is confluent, but the results are not mature enough to be presented in this paper.
- The derivation rules of OPUS can be considered as a kind of operational semantics for the syntactic constructs of the calculus. Similarly, it is worthwhile looking at a suitable denotational semantics for OPUS.
- Just as $\lambda$-calculus can be extended to typed $\lambda$-calculus, typing could be added to OPUS as well.

7 Conclusion

As a conclusion, we claim that we have succeeded in finding a suitable formal framework in which many object-oriented programming languages can be expressed. Although the calculus in this paper has a very simple syntax and only a few reduction rules, we believe that it can model all key-features of object-orientatedness.

Our calculus contains some innovative features such as the use of an explicit encapsulation operator to hide implementation details of objects, and the fact that message passing is treated as an atomic operation. We argued that this approach is more object-oriented than in many other formal models where message passing consists of two distinct operations, namely method selection and method invocation.

Another important feature is that interaction occurs through names (as in Dami's calculus [7]) instead of positions as in the case of $\lambda$-calculus. We also introduced an incremental modification operator to model different kinds of inheritance mechanisms, and have shown that it is not necessary to include notions like recursion and classes in the basic syntax, because they can be modeled using the other syntactic constructs. Although the calculus was originally designed to work with object-oriented examples, functional examples can also be expressed easily, making the calculus more or less multi-purpose. Finally, we have argued how our calculus can be used as a tool for describing and relating existing OO-concepts, or investigating new concepts.
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2.3 Message Passing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule 1: Message passing to a simple object</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>([ L \ , N=E ]) N \rightarrow E \quad (variable selection)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([ L \ , A ]) N \rightarrow [ L ] N if A is no N-variable association</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.6 Object Composition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule 4: Composition of objects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) (( [ L_1 ] + [ L_2 ] ) \rightarrow [ L_1 , L_2 ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) (( &lt; E_1 / E_2 &gt; + E ) \rightarrow &lt; E_1 / ( E_2 + E ) &gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4 Recursive Data Structures

CIRCULAR := \( \{ \text{val}=1, \text{next}<[ \text{val}=2, \text{next}<[ \text{val}=3, \text{next} \sigma \text{self} ] / [ \text{self}=\text{self} ] > ] / [ \text{self}=\text{self} ] > \} \)

4.1 Class-based Inheritance

MODIFIER := \( \{ \text{set} # ( x \leq 5 ) \text{if:[} if(then=<\text{self}/[\text{self}=\text{self},\text{class}=\text{class},x=x,y=y]>), else=\text{error } ]} \)

4.2 Mixin-based Inheritance

\( \sigma \text{OBJECT makePoint}:[x=1,y=2] \text{sety}:[y=3] \text{addColor}:[c=yellow] \text{make3D}:[z=2] \) c